
Image Description:

Encircled are two multicolored arms with their hands clasped in solidarity, drawn in a high contrast stylized fashion.

The design is intended to evoke a sense of communal solidarity and diverse creativity.

JAC's New Logo

Justice Arts Coalition is always evolving. As we expand our efforts to harness the

transformative and liberatory power of the arts to reimagine justice, we are thrilled

to share our new logo! Designed by JAC intern Sarah Shin, this logo embodies the

strength, creativity, and collaboration demonstrated by the artists in our community.

At JAC, we believe that creative expression is both a human need and a human

right. Our work stems from the premise that art can serve as connective tissue,

weaving its way through prison walls to foster and strengthen relationships between

people inside and out. Art can remind us of our shared humanity, of our common

struggles and sacrifices, and that every one of us has unique gifts and a unique story

to share.

We hope that our new logo reflects this, and that it will continue to do so for years

to come. Sarah surveyed JAC's team to determine what values our new logo should

convey, and three words came up time and time again:

Community. Creativity. Support.

These were the three words that brought this logo to life.

Events

Now Available and On Display at City Winery NYC: Live from the Cell

Block!

Image Description:

A two page spread of a Gogol Bordello concert poster consisting of golden floral patterns reminiscent of broad

fronds akin to those of ferns, as well as sharp flowering shapes that mix the features of roses and holly leaves. These

encircle two masses of cyan colored versions of similar structures, appearing as wide black and blue eyes set within

a blocky golden mask. The piece gives off a unique blend of the classical and the psychedelic.

We couldn't be more excited for JAC network artist Will Livingston! Live from the

Cell Block: Will Livingston and His Silk Screen Machine is now available for

purchase on Brick of  Gold shop page here! This book includes all 160 of Will’s

concert posters in full color over its 200 pages, serving as a window into this facet of

Will's collective body of work. The book's forward was written by JAC Founder/Co-

director Wendy Jason.

In connection to the release of this work, City Winery New York is hosting an

exhibition named after Will's book, opening on June 1st . His  collection of posters

will be featured for public viewing and are available for purchase in venue. Will's

posters can also be purchased from City Winery here . 

"Will Livingston's art and journey show us what it means to create a life of

significance and to find one's way while held captive by America's punishment

system."

-Dr. Nicole R. Fleetwood (Author and curator of Marking Time: Art in the Age of

Mass Incarceration)

“Sotto Voce” Exhibition

Image Description:

Centered on Prime, by Conor Broderick, the piece focuses on a large stone or concrete pillar. Rectangular in shape,

the pillar is crumbling and over grown with verdant moss, trees, and vines, and on closer inspection looks to be

some sort of watch tower with a golden liquid or dust pouring out from it, set amongst a dry landscape surrounding

by decayed walls and similar towers in the distance. the entre scene is set under a sky of golds and autumn browns,

with the exhibition's name, Sotto Voce, set Infront of it all in a bright golden yellow cursive style against a  black

backdrop,

Justice Arts Coalition and York & Penn Gallery present Sotto Voce .

Launching Friday, June 17 with an opening reception from 6:00-9:00 PM EST .

This event will feature artist talks and performances, along with a special performance

by bluesman Mark "Muleman" Massey. The Sotto Voce exhibition includes over 100

works by artists confined to carceral institutions across the United States. In an

environment that increasingly calls for a radical re-envisioning of our country's justice

system, this exhibition highlights creative expression both as a human need and a

human right, one essential to healing, reconciliation, and community building.

These works of art demonstrate that sharing an artistic experience can serve as a

bridge between people inside and outside of prison, strengthening relationships and

reminding us of our shared humanity.

T he exhibition will run from the 17th through August 7th, 2022. Get your

tickets to the opening reception here.

Gallery of the Month

In honor of Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month, JAC is amplifying

works by network artists who identify as Asian American and/or Pacific Islander. We

know that historically, and to this day, many of the contributions of Asian Americans

to the fabric of U.S. culture and history have been overlooked. But throughout history,

Asian American artists have been a voice for their community, reclaiming history and

space through art.

We hope you enjoy this month’s gallery: AAPI Heritage Month

Untitled, by Cuong Tieu

Image Description:

A beautifully detailed  figure, adorned with an intricately designed headdress, set against a minimalist yellow,

orange, and white backdrop. The headdress depicts a fanged and highly stylized skull crowned with feathers and

bejeweled with ornaments, which when contrasted with the smooth and comparatively simple face of the figure

and their black bottomless eyes, creates a sense that this ornamental garb overshadows it's wearer, taking in a sort

of primordial liveliness seen only in depictions of the deific. The contrast heavy style of the figure lends significance

to the more detailed portions of the piece, enforcing a sense of genuine importance to light and shadow alike.

Artist Spotlights

Artist (Collaboration) Spotlight: Spoon Jackson and SaraMarie

Bottaro

Spoon Jackson and SaraMarie Bottaro First Letter Zine

Image Description:

A blow up of a zine for children designed by Spoon Jackson and SaraMarie Bottaro instructing the reader on how

to write "your first ever letter."  The zine is set on white paper and includes red, hand drawn illustrations of cartoon

rabbits, cats, stamps, envelopes, along with backdrops of living rooms tables with drawings and letters on them.

Earlier this month, JAC had the opportunity to talk with JAC network artist Spoon

Jackson and artist SaraMarie Bottaro. Over the past year, the two artists have

formed a friendship and collaborative partnership despite the physical distance that

exists between them. They discuss their backgrounds and respective artistic styles,

along with how they met and began collaborating on their recent project, Rabbits of

Realness. Read the spotlight here .

Support JAC!

Fill out our Volunteer Survey!

Join T he pART ner Project!

Missed JAC's Art For A New Future: 2021 National Convening?

If you're interested in watching the recordings of the sessions, you can gain access to

the entire collection of over 30 recordings of workshop, performance, and panel

discussions by donating $50 or more .

News & Resources from Across our Network

T he Sentences T hat Create Us: A book which draws from the unique insights of

over fifty justice-involved contributors and their allies to offer inspiration and resources

for creating a literary life in prison.

T he Digital Abolitionist : Resources on prison-industrial complex (PIC) abolition

JAC Resource Library: Research, writing, and media on the intersections of justice

and the arts

Just Media: An open access archive of films, documentaries, and other content

meant to serve as a media literacy tool for topics and stories of the carceral state

Jobs in our sector: This page on JAC's website serves as an up to date listing of job

and volunteer opportunities with our various partner organizations, as well as those

provided by other organization and groups working in our field.

Mass Incarceration: T he Whole Pie 2022 - The latest report from the Prison Policy

Initiative, which identifies the statistics of where and why so many people in this

country are currently incarcerated.

Envisioning Justice RE:ACT ION - This online exhibition and activation kit uses the

arts and humanities to imagine a future without mass incarceration.

Publications Accepting Submissions from Incarcerated People: This public

google sheets document contains a list of various  publishers and publishing

opportunities. 
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